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Abstract

Background: Predicting hospital length of stay (LoS) for patients with
COVID-19 infection is essential to ensure that adequate bed capacity can be
provided without unnecessarily restricting care for patients with other conditions.
Here, we demonstrate the utility of three complementary methods for predicting
LoS using UK national- and hospital-level data.

Method: On a national scale, relevant patients were identified from the
COVID-19 Hospitalisation in England Surveillance System (CHESS) reports. An
Accelerated Failure Time (AFT) survival model and a truncation corrected
method (TC), both with underlying Weibull distributions, were fitted to the data
to estimate LoS from hospital admission date to an outcome (death or discharge)
and from hospital admission date to Intensive Care Unit (ICU) admission date. In
a second approach we fit a multi-state (MS) survival model to data directly from
the Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust (MFT). We develop a planning
tool that uses LoS estimates from these models to predict bed occupancy.

Results: All methods produced similar overall estimates of LoS for overall
hospital stay, given a patient is not admitted to ICU (8.4, 9.1 and 9.3 days for
AFT, TC and MS, respectively). Estimates differ more significantly between the
local and national level when considering ICU. National estimates for ICU LoS
from AFT and TC were 12.4 and 13.4 days, whereas in local data the MS
method produced estimates of 22.8 days.

Conclusions: Given the complexity and partiality of different data sources and
the rapidly evolving nature of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is most appropriate to
use multiple analysis methods on multiple datasets. The AFT method accounts
for censored cases, but does not allow for simultaneous consideration of different
outcomes. The TC method does not include censored cases but does consider
these different outcomes. The MS method can model complex pathways to
different outcomes whilst accounting for censoring, but cannot handle
non-random case missingness. Overall, we conclude that data-driven modelling
approaches of LoS using these methods is useful in epidemic planning and
management, and should be considered for widespread adoption throughout
healthcare systems internationally where similar data resources exist.
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Background
Since its emergence in December 2019 and classification in January 2020, SARS-

CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-19, has spread rapidly, with 270 thou-

sand confirmed infections in the UK by the end of May [1]. The exponential growth

in the early days of each nation’s outbreak has led to a doubling time of around three

days [2]. Coupled with potentially high estimates of R0 (the average number of new

infections generated by an infected individual, in the absence of control measures

and population acquired immunity) [3, 4, 5], this has continued to have substantial

impacts on healthcare systems across the world. Large growth rates and a delay

between new infections and their detection, can lead to unexpected surges in bed

demand. In order to restrict the spread of the pathogen, many countries have im-

plemented mass quarantine (also known as lockdown) strategies, including England

where the mass quarantine began on 23 March 2020 [6]. However, the effects of such

interventions are not seen for at least a week [7], emphasising the need for careful,

evidence-based, planning; particularly as the easing of mass quarantine measures is

considered. In this context, the use of clinical care data to predict the demand for

hospital and Intensive Care Unit (ICU) beds by patients presenting with COVID-19

is invaluable in optimising the effectiveness of planning by hospitals and therefore

patient outcomes.

Understanding the impact of COVID-19 on hospital capacity breaks down into two

core measurement tasks: first, to predict incidence (and thereby hospital admissions

rates); and second, to estimate total length of stay (LoS) accurately allowing for

variation in severity of disease and healthcare needs. The combination of these two

measures can then be used to predict bed demand. This challenging task requires

a careful modelling approach, particularly when high-quality data is limited within

often fragmented healthcare systems. National datasets are crucial in understanding

demand in hospitals across the country, but are flawed by amounts of record-level

(or whole case) missingness that can bias the estimates. Routinely collected data

generated by individual hospitals are, by definition, smaller and non-general but

tend to be less prone to missingness and these can complement national data by

providing insights for planning on a local level.

Estimating LoS has not been the primary focus of previous modelling; and studies

that calculate LoS tend to use ad-hoc approaches [8]. There is currently a lack of

statistically principled modelling that accounts for both delays in patient outcomes

and complex hospitalisation pathways. This problem is particularly important dur-

ing the COVID-19 pandemic, since some groups of patients spend extended periods

in hospital, and, for the most severe cases, in critical care. Furthermore, estimates

of LoS that use deterministic models or observations drawn directly from data fail

to take missingness into account [9, 10, 11]. Accurately calculating LoS therefore

requires mathematical and statistical techniques that specifically address these is-

sues.

In this paper, we present three methods for estimating LoS for patients with

COVID-19 infection using both a nationally collected dataset and local data from

a large inner city hospital Trust in the UK. The truncation corrected (TC) method

corrects for the fact that observations are truncated at the day of reporting; accel-

erated failure time models (AFT) explicitly account for all observed LoS including
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those censored by not having seen the outcome; and the multi-state (MS) approach

analyses LoS and takes into account dependence between outcomes such as dis-

charge or death. Finally, we include measures of uncertainty in each of our model

results, which should be incorporated into hospital planning strategies. With this

principled approach, past data can be appropriately used to better prepare for the

next phase of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods
Data

Outcome variables

We define two outcome events: death or discharge. All patients admitted to hos-

pital will eventually experience one of these two outcomes. Then, we model LoS

from hospital admission to either death or discharge. For the analysis shown in the

Results section, we focus on LoS until any outcome, to facilitate comparison of the

three methods. We account for whether the patient was in ICU or not and also esti-

mate the LoS from hospital admission to ICU. In Appendix E, we further examine

different outcomes using the TC and MS methods.

CHESS

The COVID-19 Hospitalisation in England Surveillance System (CHESS) collects

reports from all NHS acute care hospital trusts to provide daily patient-level and

aggregate data on COVID-19 hospitalisations. In the patient-level data, patients

are followed through their hospitalisation pathway; the dates of various events are

recorded, such as date of admission to hospital, date of admission to ICU and final

outcome date.

CHESS predictors

We used four variables as predictors. First, sex, for which we removed patients with

unknown values. Second, age, which we grouped into four categories (< 50, 50−64,

65− 74, 75+), and removed negative values and patients with a recorded age equal

to zero (which did not seem genuine, based on the number of such cases and other

factors such as comorbidities). Third, week of admission to hospital, which, in the

TC model, we categorised in two groups: weeks 12 to 14 (i.e. from 16 March to

5 April 2020), and weeks 15 to 20 (from 6 April to 17 May 2020). In the AFT

model, we used single week as a fixed effect predictor but present results for the

two groups of admissions. Fourth, we used a binary indicator on whether a patient

was admitted to ICU or not, and omitted the patients for whom this information

was unknown. The resulting analytical sample is n = 6208. Details of the data

processing procedure are presented in Appendix C.

Routinely collected hospital data (MFT)

Routine data on the hospitalisation of patients were provided by Manchester Uni-

versity NHS Foundation Trust (MFT). MFT is the largest NHS Trust in England,

comprising nine hospitals and accounting for approximately 2.5% of the National

Health Service. For COVID-19 admission, there were three geographically distinct

acute hospitals across South and Central Manchester: Manchester Royal Infirmary;
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Wythenshawe Hospital; and Trafford General Hospital. MFT serves the population

of Greater Manchester, a large, ethnically diverse conurbation of approximately 2.8

million people. The data follow all patients through their clinical pathway for the

duration of a single hospitalisation, and provide timings and lengths of stay in all

critical care episodes. Patient data are complete unless patients are still in hospital,

in which case they are censored.

MFT data preparation

Data were drawn from the Patient Administration System (PAS) and WardWatcher

to join information on a patient’s hospitalisation pathway and critical care episodes.

Patients were selected from the MFT database if a swab was taken either on the day

of their hospitalisation, or within 2 days of their hospital admission and tested posi-

tive for COVID-19. This was to discount any hospital-acquired cases since COVID-

19 positive cases who required hospitalisation due to non-COVID related health

conditions may bias LoS estimates. We also excluded patients admitted for elective

procedures requiring treatment for chronic illnesses such as dialysis. As a result

of having multiple admissions close together, it was difficult to determine whether

these cases were hospital-acquired or genuine COVID-19 admissions. The resulting

sample included n = 834 patients. The models based on the MFT data did not use

information on predictors due to the smaller sample size, although from a method-

ological point of view these could be easily added to the models. Details of the data

generating process are presented in Appendix A.

Data quality issues in length of stay data

There are several types of data quality issues that tend to be present in length of

stay data and all are present in one or both of the two datasets. Some of these are

a consequence of the reporting and data collection methods. Others are inherent

to the nature of outbreaks, and will be present regardless of the data collection.

Here, we present some key issues that need to be adjusted for, and discuss the

implications of ignoring them. Accounting for these biases for COVID-19 can enable

robust estimates that provide timely insight for policy and planning.

Missing cases

One issue with the CHESS dataset is missing cases. For example, the number of

deaths recorded in CHESS is considerably less than the official figures. These also

suffer from reporting lag issues but some indication about the level of missingness in

CHESS can be obtained by comparing to the daily situation report (SITREP) data.

On 26 May, there were 23504 deaths in hospital as attributable to COVID-19 in

the SITREP data. This compares to an equivalent figure of 4071 in the raw CHESS

data for the same day. This is indicative of case level missingness within CHESS of

over 80%. We discuss this issue in more detail in the discussion.

Missing values on important variables

Many rows in the data are incomplete. This is particularly problematic for data

pertaining to outcome events: for example in some cases it is unclear whether a

patient has not been discharged yet, or whether they have but the data have not
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been recorded. The amount of, and patterns of, missing patient information in the

CHESS data is associated with the trust that reports the cases, with varying levels

of missingness across different trusts (see Appendix B).

Censoring

In time-to-event studies, we observe a collection of individuals who are infected

or have been exposed to infectious material. If these individuals could be followed

indefinitely, the outcomes of all individuals would be observed. Therefore, this data

can be used to determine the length of stay in the various compartments (states)

of the disease progression pathway, as well as the probabilities of transitions into

other states. However, during an outbreak we only observe individuals up until the

most recent reporting date. This leads to right-censoring (e.g. [12]), when we only

know the lower bound of duration until the next event in the pathway, and cannot

accurately determine the length of time until their next transition nor to which

state this will be. Thus, censoring may lead to the underestimation of the LoS.

Truncation bias

To remove the uncertainty around censored cases, we can instead condition our

sample to only look at cases for whom the outcome has been observed. However,

such a sample includes only cases with outcomes that occurred before the most

recent reporting date, causing the sample to be truncated by the reporting date.

This truncation leads to an over-expression of short LoS, since the recently infected

individuals are only included if their LoS is short. Failing to account for this bias

will underestimate the LoS of interest. [1]

Truncation is exacerbated by exponential growth in the early stages of an out-

break, since a higher proportion of cases will have been infected recently. By the

final phase of an outbreak, truncation has a smaller effect since the majority of cases

occurred sufficiently long ago to be unaffected by the truncation date. However, it

will always be present as long as the epidemic is ongoing. Even in these late stages,

whilst it may have a negligible impact across the whole outbreak, its effect might

be of concern in certain scenarios, such as when using time as a predictor variable.

In such a case, for events early in the epidemic, truncation will have very little ef-

fect, but for more recent events many cases may still be truncated. Such biases are

often considered in the HIV literature [13, 14], due to the long infectious periods

involved, but are often ignored for acute outbreaks. As alluded to in [15], this is po-

tentially due to high quality data being available only after an explosive outbreak

has finished, by which point these biases have little or no effect. However, when

attempting to control ongoing epidemics, we require estimates of LoS distributions

that are robust in the face of censoring and truncation.

Survival analysis

Survival analysis describes a collection of statistical procedures for which the out-

come of interest is time until an event, often as a function of predictor variables

[16, 17, 18]. A central assumption of most survival analytic methods is that the time

[1]This can be seen in Figure 2 by comparing the TC results to the LoS observed in the data.
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to event will have been censored for some observations, as discussed in Section Data

quality issues.

Survival analysis may assume an underlying distribution for LoS in each state.

Generally, LoS are observed to be right-skewed, so a distribution with this property

should be used. In this paper, LoS is assumed to follow a Weibull distribution, which

is a popular choice in survival analysis as it is robust in terms of violation of its

assumptions. Therefore, the choice allows us to focus on the comparison between

the different methods rather than the issues of model fit.

Figure 1 outlines the model used to represent the hospital pathways we con-

sider in our analysis. Allowed transitions are indicated by directed arrows between

any two states. Below, we outline the survival methods we selected for our analy-

ses. Code for all methods is available at https://github.com/thomasallanhouse/

covid19-los.

Accelerated Failure Time (AFT) model

In the AFT model, rather than considering all of the hospitalisation pathways shown

in Figure 1, we focus on predicting LoS in a given state, until another pre-specified

event occurs. That is, we are interested in estimating the time between subsequent

events in the pathway, such as from hospital admission to being admitted to ICU.

We aggregate the final outcomes of death and discharge into a single outcome. This

is necessary since it is not clear what the outcome will be for the censored cases in

the CHESS data.

The response variable is the natural logarithm of the LoS, denoted by ln(t), which

is explained by a vector of predictors x, with associated parameter vector β, and

error term ξ:

ln(t) = x · β + ξ. (1)

The assumed probability distribution of ξ defines the hazard function, i.e. the prob-

ability that a case will experience an event at time t, given that they have not

already experienced it until time t [19, 20]. For ξ we assumed a Weibull distribu-

tion, giving the hazard function h(t) = pλtp−1, where λ = exp(−px ·β) and p is the

shape parameter defining the Weibull distribution. If p > 1 the hazard is increasing

over time, if p < 1 the hazard is decreasing over time, and for p = 1 the hazard

is constant over time (which is equivalent to an exponential error term distribu-

tion). The predictors x therefore increase or decrease the hazard and so accelerate

(shorten) or decelerate (lengthen) the time to event, t.

The AFT model explicitly takes into account cases with right-censoring [20]. Thus,

the model corrects for the potential underestimation of the LoS when only a portion

of patients in the sample have observed the event.

A limitation of this simple model is when there is more than one potential event

of interest [18]. In this study there were two events of interest: death and discharge.

These are ‘competing hazards’, i.e. if a patient experienced one they were censored

for experiencing the other. We could have run the model twice, once for each event,

and treated patients who experienced the other event as being censored. This would

have given unbiased results if the competing hazards were independent, but, for a
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given patient, as the hazard of death increases, it decreases for discharge, and vice

versa. For this reason we considered a model of the joint event: death or discharge.[2]

We fitted separate models for patients who never entered ICU versus patients

who did enter ICU at some point, as these groups were expected to have different

baseline hazard functions. In all models, the predictors in x were sex, age group and

week of hospital admission (see Section CHESS).

All models were estimated using JAGS software implemented in the rjags R pack-

age [21]. For the shape parameter, we used a uniform prior, p ∼ U(0, 10), which

represents our lack of information on this parameter. There is not a conjugate prior

simultaneously for both the shape and scale parameters in the Weibull distribution

[22]. An alternative specification for this prior is a Gamma distribution [23]. How-

ever, in our tests the results were virtually the same with both priors for p. The

scale parameter λ is specified via a prior for the predictors’ coefficients β, which is

multivariate normal with mean zero and variance equal to 10, i.e. each element of

β is distributed as N (0, 10).[3]

Truncation corrected method

In this method, we again focus on estimating the single LoS in a given state. We

assume that LoS is given by a random variable X, drawn from a distribution with

density function fθ(·), parameterised by a set of parameters θ. In this analysis,

we assume that X is drawn from a Weibull distribution. We aim to determine

the underlying parameters for this distribution by fitting the observed data using

maximum likelihood estimation.

To use maximum likelihood estimation, we need to construct a likelihood function

for the observed data. For each data point, the LoS is not directly observed. Instead,

the arrival and departure dates and/or times that bracket the period of stay are

observed. These correspond to two random variables, E1 and E2, linked by the

LoS random variable, i.e. E2 = E1 + X. Instead of treating incomplete entries as

censored, here we condition the data on observing both events. For example, if

interested in the time from hospital admission to ICU admission, we condition on

cases that have been admitted to hospital and to ICU. This introduces a truncation

bias (See section Truncation bias), which needs to be corrected in the likelihood

function. This approach does not take into account competing hazards, since we

condition the data on observing the outcome of interest. However, this method

enables LoS for different patient outcomes to be estimated, since censored cases are

not included.

Our likelihood function is defined as the probability that the second event occurs

on the observed date, given the time of the first event and that the second event

must have occurred before the truncation date [14]. Therefore, we need to find

f(E2 = e2 | {E1 = e1} ∩ {E2 ≤ T}) =
gE1,E2(e1, e2)∫ T

e1
gE1,E2(e1, x)dx

, (2)

[2]This is not as counter-intuitive as it might sound since, although death is certainly not an
equivalent outcome for the patient, our primary concern here is in length of stay regardless of
outcome
[3]The model can also be estimated using maximum likelihood implemented in Stata 14 using the
command streg (https://www.stata.com/manuals/ststreg.pdf)
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where gE1,E2 is the joint distribution of E1 and E2. The time of the second event

is the time of the first event plus the delay, E2 = E1 + X. Therefore gE1,E2
=

gE2|E1
(e2 | e1)gE1

(e1) = fθ(e2 − e1)gE1
(e1), which gives

f(E2 = e2 | {E1 = e1}∩{E2 ≤ T}) =
fθ(e2 − e1)gE1

(e1)∫ T−e1
0

fθ(x)gE1
(e1)dx

=
fθ(e2 − e1)∫ T−e1

0
fθ(x)dx

. (3)

This can be maximised across all data points to find the maximum likelihood esti-

mator for θ. [4]

This method can be used to examine LoS to individual outcomes by specifying

the events, e.g. specifying that the second event is a death. Additionally, the effect

of predictor variables can be analysed by sub-setting the data and then modelling

the LoS of each subset.

Multi-state model

Multi-state survival analysis extends the above two methods by permitting us to

model the time to multiple outcome events in the presence of competing hazards

[24, 25]. Thus, we can model complex patient pathways upon admission to hospital.

Each permitted transition in Figure 1 is a survival model, where the instanta-

neous rate of transition from one state, r, to another state, s, otherwise known as

the transition intensity, can be modelled similarly to hazard functions. For all tran-

sitions, we assume a Weibull AFT model, but this method can easily accommodate

the use of any parametric or flexible parametric models used in standard survival

analysis [19]. When there are nr competing events for state r, a patient entering

state r at time tj has their next event at tj+1, which is given by the minimum of

the survival times for the competing events, s1, . . . , snr .

The data are formatted in such a way that we have a series of event times and

LoS, each corresponding to a change in state. The last of these may be observed so

that the patient has entered an absorbing state, i.e. they are discharged or dead, or

right-censored if the patient is still in the hospital. Therefore, the data to inform the

nr models consist of an indicator corresponding to whether or not the transition is

observed or censored at tj+1. In this format, we can separate the data by transition

and fit a transition-specific Weibull model to each subset. [5]

We calculate time to each transition, and the confidence and prediction intervals

for these, using forward simulation together with bootstrapping [26]. Individual

survival times are simulated for patients using estimates from each fitted Weibull

model, and iterating through all possible transitions until all patients have reached

an absorbing state or are censored at a specified maximum follow-up time. More

detail on the method, including equations, is provided in Appendix D.

Results
Overall LoS

Table 1 and Figure 2 show the overall estimated LoS for all three methods. The AFT

and TC estimates were all based on models adjusted for the week of admission, sex,

[4]We maximise this using command fminsearch in MATLAB, but it is relatively simple to imple-
ment in any language. We provide both MATLAB and Python code in the Github repository.
[5]We estimate the parameter values by using maximum likelihood estimation in Python.
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and age group. The effect of sex was small and non-significant in all of the models,

thus, we do not present breakdowns by it. Overall, the explanatory power of the

predictor variables was only modest. They accounted for a maximum of 10 per cent

of the variance in observed LoS in any of the AFT models. MS models were run

without adjusting for any covariates.

Table 1 Overall length of stay estimates for England using the AFT and TC method, and for
Manchester trusts using the MS method. Source: own elaboration using CHESS and MFT data.

Method Hospital trajectory Mean SD N

TC Hospital admission to outcome (no ICU) 9.1 9.5 2794

TC Hospital admission to outcome (via ICU) 17.3 13.1 2517

TC ICU entry to ICU exit 13.4 13.8 1809

TC Hospital admission to ICU entry 2.0 2.7 2983

AFT Hospital admission to outcome (no ICU) 8.4 8.9 2805

AFT Hospital admission to outcome (via ICU) 16.2 12.0 2555

AFT ICU entry to ICU exit 12.4 12.8 1809

AFT Hospital admission to ICU entry 2.0 2.7 2983

Multistate Hospital admission to outcome (no ICU) 9.3 10.0 839

Multistate Hospital admission to outcome (via ICU) 35.2 25.0 48

Multistate ICU entry to ICU exit 22.8 18.6 57

Multistate Hospital admission to ICU entry 4.0 6.5 42

CHESS data for England

For the ICU patients (Hospital to Outcome via ICU), the shape parameters in

AFT and TC methods were larger than one, implying the baseline hazard increased

over time. For the non-ICU patients and LoS within the ICU, the baseline hazard

remains constant in the AFT model and is slowly decreasing in TC, whereas for the

Hospital to ICU admission it is decreasing in both models.

Overall, for hospital admission to final outcome, the mean LoS for patients not

admitted to ICU was shorter, with an AFT mean of 8.4 (TC mean: 9.1) days, than

that of patients who were admitted to ICU at some point, with an AFT mean of

16.2 (TC mean: 17.3) days. ICU admission was estimated to take 2.0 (2.0) days

from hospital admission, and ICU patients were estimated to spend an average of

12.4 (13.4) days in ICU.

Standard Deviations (SD) of the estimated LoS are presented in Table 1 whereas

Predictive Intervals (PIs) for the LoS in AFT and TC methods are shown in Fig-

ure 2. The standard deviations (SD) for both the AFT and TC models are re-

markably similar in depicting the large variability in the observed LoS. With the

exception of the LoS from the hospital admission to outcome via ICU, all SD suggest

that the waiting times till outcome are approximately exponentially distributed.

MFT data

Similarly to AFT and TC methods, in the MS approach, we used a Weibull dis-

tribution for each of the transition times between states in Figure 1. Then, using

fitted parameters, we used 400 bootstraps and > 105 forward simulations in order

to obtain estimates of the mean lengths of stay in each state, given each transition.
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The MFT data based results (comparable with trajectories obtained using CHESS

dataset with AFT and TC models) are presented in Figure 2 Table 1, along the

summaries of the data.

As with the AFT and TC methods, LoS for patients admitted to ICU is longer,

with a mean of 35.2 days, than that of patients not admitted to ICU, with a mean

of 9.3 days. ICU admission was estimated to take 4.0 days from hospital admission

and ICU patients were estimated to spend an average of 22.8 days in critical care.

Taking into consideration competing hazards between stepdown and death, our

mean LoS estimate for a patient in ICU is between 17.4 and 24.8 days (Table A1 in

Appendix E), though in the data we observe people that have much longer critical

care periods (20% of patients have over 40 days in an ICU).

In our simulation, we allow patients to enter an ICU immediately upon their

admission to hospital, (as such cases can be observed in the data). Our model admits

anyone who is sent to an ICU within half a day of being hospitalised directly into

the ICU. This means that, in reality, there is a subset of patients (n = 21) with

LoS in the ward that is less than 0.5 days before ICU admission. We find that

admitting such patients directly into ICU when simulating patient pathways does

not significantly bias our estimates, but permits a more successful replication of the

observed number of patients in each state over the course of the outbreak.

Planning with LoS

Figure 3 predicts bed occupancy in acute ward and ICU after running our simulator

with the parameter estimates of all three methods. The red and blue lines represent

the implementation of, and relaxation of mass quarantine, respectively. We simu-

late hospital admissions from 23 February, first assuming exponential growth with a

doubling time of 3 days, followed by exponential decay shortly after the implemen-

tation of mass quarantine. Following the blue line, we plan for a reasonable worst

case scenario, and so assume a slower growth in cases with a doubling time of 15

days. Changing the assumptions used to generate hospital admissions allows us to

predict and plan for any scenario of interest.

The estimates from the AFT and TC methods yield similar predictions of bed

occupancy and total observed outcomes. The MS model also gives similar predic-

tions for acute ward and outcome but differs for ICU. The peak in bed occupancy

in ICU in the MS output occurs roughly two weeks later than in the AFT and TC

model outputs, and there is a slower decline after the peak. This is caused by the

larger LoS estimates for the MS models as seen in Table 1 and Figure 2.

The effect of predictors – England

In Figure 4 and Table 2, we present the estimates of LoS broken down by two

main predictors: age and week of admission. The mean waiting time from hospital

admission to ICU entry (first column of Figure 4) is around two days irrespective

of age. For hospital admission to outcome without ICU stay (second column of

Figure 4), increasing age raises the length of stay, with length of stay around five

days for the youngest age group and twelve days for the oldest, irrespective of the

AFT or TC model. For individuals who go via ICU (third column of Figure 4), the
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pattern with age is less clear [6]. For the first three age groups, the length of stay

is roughly similar (especially AFT model), with a slight decrease in the oldest age

group with respect to the first two. The 75+ age group, however, has a much shorter

length of stay. A similar pattern is observed for mean LoS from ICU admission to

ICU exit (fourth column of Figure 4).

Considering the week of admission as a predictor variable, there is less variability

in LoS than in LoS disaggregated by age. For a great majority of hospital trajecto-

ries, the mean LoS seems to have decreased by, on average, 16 per cent, depending

on the age group and the method used. This could be explained by potential be-

havioural changes in the later admission weeks. Firstly, after mass quarantine pro-

gressed individuals may have waited longer before presenting at hospital. Secondly,

treatment policy has changed over the course of the outbreak, with the criteria for

discharge being relaxed to ensure hospitals had capacity. Nonetheless, we also note

large variability in predicted LoS both in earlier and later weeks under study.

Discussion
Analysis of results

Comparison of the three different models

In this study, we have presented three methods for estimating the LoS of patients

with COVID19 infection. Overall, The AFT and TC methods produced similar

estimates for LoS for all four hospital trajectories. This is reassuring and forms an

effective cross-validation of both methods and results.

The estimated mean LoS from the AFT model are shorter by around one day than

the TC means, except for the Hospital-ICU entry. This might be due to the exclusion

of potentially censored cases in the AFT method[7], since it was not clear these were

genuinely censored or incomplete data entries. Both methods also yielded similar

predictive uncertainty about the LoS, with TC producing slightly wider predictive

intervals than the AFT method. This might be explained by the explicit inclusion

of the predictors in the AFT model with a joint assessment of their effect on the

LoS. The TC method assumes independence between predictors and is applied to

the subsets of CHESS data disaggregated by the predictor categories.

There were large differences in predicted ICU LoS between the two CHESS based

methods and the MS method, notably LoS in ICU. The mean estimates derived

using AFT and TC methods (12-13 days) were 5-6 days less than those from the MS

method. The predictive intervals overlap suggesting the variability in LoS is large.

However, given the focus of the paper is on comparison, and bearing in mind the

MFT data is an effective census of the MFT patients and therefore that estimates

is reliable in terms of the mapping of the data to the population, it is valuable to

consider possible explanations for the difference in the point estimates.

These differences may reflect several substantive factors. First, the MFT is one

of five adult centres in the UK to have an extracorporeal membrane oxygenation

[6]This is likely to be caused by the LoS to death (via ICU) following the opposite pattern to the
LoS to discharge (via ICU). Younger age groups appear to have a longer duration until death on
ICU and a shorter duration before discharge. These patterns seemingly cancel out when looking
at the LoS until any outcome. This analysis is not shown here since we are focusing on length of
stay in hospital rather than different outcomes.
[7]For the ICU entry to ICU exit trajectory there were n = 108 censored cases included in the
model. For the trajectory from hospital admission to outcome via ICU: n = 43, and without ICU:
n = 14. There were no censored cases in hospital admission to ICU entry.
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Table 2 Length of stay estimates with predictor variables for AFT and TC methods. Sample sizes
differ due to the inclusion of censored observations in the AFT method. Source: own elaboration
using CHESS data for England.

AFT model TC model

Trajectory Age Weeks Mean SD N Mean SD N

Hospital

admission to

outcome

(no ICU)

1 to 49 12 to 14 4.9 4.8 146 5.1 6.5 146

15 to 20 3.7 3.6 210 3.6 4.1 210

50 to 64 12 to 14 7.3 7.2 223 7.0 7.4 223

15 to 20 5.6 5.4 304 5.9 5.9 304

65 to 74 12 to 14 10.6 10.4 204 11.0 10.5 204

15 to 20 8.1 7.9 270 8.3 7.7 266

75 + 12 to 14 11.7 11.4 609 11.7 10.9 607

15 to 20 8.8 8.6 839 10.0 9.4 834

Hospital

admission to

outcome

(via ICU)

1 to 49 12 to 14 17.5 12.5 312 17.5 11.8 312

15 to 20 14.3 10.5 267 17.8 14.0 262

50 to 64 12 to 14 18.8 13.4 641 19.5 14.3 626

15 to 20 15.7 11.5 467 17.0 12.1 455

65 to 74 12 to 14 16.8 12.0 391 17.1 13.5 388

15 to 20 13.9 10.2 225 14.9 10.2 223

75 + 12 to 14 13.3 9.5 161 12.6 10.8 161

15 to 20 10.2 7.6 91 11.3 8.9 90

ICU entry to

ICU exit

1 to 49 12 to 14 13.0 12.8 239 13.2 14.0 239

15 to 20 10.0 10.0 210 12.7 14.5 210

50 to 64 12 to 14 15.4 15.2 468 15.4 14.2 468

15 to 20 12.0 12.0 337 13.6 13.8 337

65 to 74 12 to 14 13.6 13.4 237 13.6 12.5 237

15 to 20 10.4 10.4 152 11.4 11.4 152

75 + 12 to 14 7.6 7.5 109 8.1 8.9 109

15 to 20 5.5 5.6 57 5.0 5.9 57

Hospital

admission to

ICU entry

1 to 49 12 to 14 2.0 2.6 340 1.9 2.5 340

15 to 20 1.7 2.3 336 1.8 2.4 336

50 to 64 12 to 14 2.2 2.9 732 2.4 3.3 732

15 to 20 2.0 2.7 610 1.8 2.2 610

65 to 74 12 to 14 2.2 2.9 421 2.1 2.9 421

15 to 20 1.9 2.6 276 1.9 2.4 276

75 + 12 to 14 2.4 3.1 168 1.9 2.4 168

15 to 20 2.1 2.8 100 2.6 3.2 100

(ECMO) unit. This is a unit admitting severe patients that require more than

mechanical ventilation to keep them alive. It takes over a patient’s heart and lung

functions by oxygenating blood outside of the body, and results in very long LoS. As

MFT receives patients needing ECMO from across the Northwest, they account for

roughly 20% of the total patients requiring critical care in the MFT dataset. This

is much higher than the proportion of ECMO patients to standard ICU patients
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in the CHESS dataset (which is around 2.6%). [8]. We examined this explanation

further by running all models without the patients using ECMO for ICU entry-ICU

exit. For the multi-state model using the MFT data the predicted mean LoS is 21.9

(SD = 16.9). For the AFT model on the CHESS sample without ECMO patients

(N=1762) the results are virtually the same as with ECMO. The predicted mean

LoS is 12.3 (SD=12.8). For the TC method the predicted mean LOS is 13.2 (SD =

13.7)

Second, the underlying data were different: the AFT and TC models used the

country-wide but very incomplete CHESS data, whereas the multi-state model was

based on data from just one NHS trust, but largely free of missing data.

Third, differences in excess bed demand from trust to trust potentially further

explain discrepancies in our estimates. For trusts experiencing significant increases

in demand, it is possible that they do not have the ability or resources to accurately

generate daily CHESS reports which are collected in addition to routinely collected

data (see Appendix A). This partially explains the case-missingness in the CHESS

data. On 26 May 2020 the CHESS data after cleaning showed 4,676 (32%) had

reached ICU, compared with 6% in MFT data. Given the already small sample size

of the MFT data, the ICU sub-sample is relatively small and sensitive to noise.

In order to sensitivity check the findings for the differences in the data, we evalu-

ated the AFT model and TC method using CHESS data for the Manchester Trust

only. MFT contributed 53 cases with recorded durations in ICU to CHESS. Running

the AFT model on these cases gave a predicted ICU LoS of 16.5 days (SD=17.3). For

the TC method, the predicted mean was 16.1 (SD= 16.7).The estimated LoS were

longer than the full-sample CHESS estimates but still shorter than the predicted

LoS from the MS models.

A complicating factor here is that during early 2020 the North Manchester General

Hospital which is part of the Pennine Acute Hospitals NHS Trust was transferred

to MFT under a management agreement. This change appears to be represented

in CHESS but not in the MFT data themselves. Unfortunately, we are not able to

distinguish those cases within CHESS.

All methods captured the variability in the data and reflected it in the predictive

distributions. This uncertainty should be taken into account when planning for the

number of beds during the pandemic. For example, upper bounds of the predictive

intervals can be used to construct extreme-case scenarios for the beds occupancy.

These can be fed into the multi-state model to predict the number of patients in

hospital at various stages of the pandemic (Figure 3).

In the main LoS analysis above, we did not distinguish between different outcomes,

such as death or discharge. Particularly in ICU, the baseline hazards for these

competing hazards may be strongly diverging over time. In Appendix F, we analyse

the length of stay for given outcomes using the TC and MS methods, finding that

in general the length of stay to discharge is longer than to death.

Limitations of research

The CHESS dataset suffers from large amounts of case-missingness, which may lead

to bias in the estimates. There appear to be three types of this. Update delay

[8]Also, since many of the ECMO patients are censored due to requiring long periods of care, this
could explain why the MS model slightly overestimates LoS in ICU in Figure 6
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where a record has not been updated (with a transition) which may lead to incorrect

censoring. This leads to the patient being removed from the data for some of the

models. Reporting delay where a patient does not appear in the data at all until

sometime after their admission. Non-reporting where no report is ever made on

a patient. All three of these may cause bias in the models if they are correlated

with either LoS or with extraneous variables (that are not controlled for within a

given model). Another limitation of both datasets was that only cases of COVID-19

infection that led to hospital admission were included in the data. During March

2020, the hospitalised patients in England were considered to reflect the underlying

population of patients with severe COVID-19 infection, but by 14 April, care-home

deaths reported on death certificates caused a revision of views [27]. Those severe

cases not attending hospital and COVID-19-related deaths outside of hospital may

have different properties from hospitalised patients and deaths. So care should be

taken in extrapolating the findings to general statements about disease progression

outside of the hospital setting. Given that the goal here was to model length of stay

in hospital this is less of a concern. However, change in hospitilastion practice could

lead to changes in the estimates that the models produce.

Our models were also limited by the missing values in the CHESS data. A notable

limitation was that around half of the cases did not have their final outcome or

current status recorded. We did not know if this implied that the patient was still

in hospital or whether it was an omission or whether this was a result of update

delay. In either case, we had no reliable way to estimate the last time point at

which the patient was observed to be in hospital, and thus these patients could not

contribute to the LoS estimates. If those patients with missing data for key dates

were mostly still in hospital, then the CHESS-based LoS estimated by using the

AFT model are likely to represent underestimates of the true but unrecorded LoS

for all patients.

Compared with the AFT model, the TC method should, in theory, be less sensitive

to this issue since it ignores censored cases. However, this method relies on sufficient

tail observations being recorded. With the long duration of this study, sufficient

tail observations should be included, though if the majority of missing data are

omitted rather than censored, this may lead to bias in the method. For example,

omitted cases might correspond disproportionately to tail observations, which would

cause the truncation corrected method to underestimate length of stay. We cannot

determine this from the missing data, which may cause inaccuracies in the estimates.

The strength of bias due to the truncation and censoring varies depending on the

phase of the epidemic, with it having a large impact during exponential growth and

lessening impact during the decay phase. The data used in this analysis is from the

decay phase, so the truncation bias does not have a huge impact, and ignoring this

bias would underestimate LoS by up to two days (using TC method). However, for a

sample earlier in the outbreak, this underestimation may be amplified, as well as the

difference in model performance. This is also true for censoring biases, since early

in the outbreak the majority of cases will have censored outcomes. A large number

of right-censored cases would lead to relatively large values of LoS when using

the AFT model. For the purposes of this paper, we have opted not to investigate

the performance of each model at different sampling dates. This is to focus on
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the presentation of the different methods using a single illustrative example to

improve clarity. Future research could extend this in several ways including running

iteratively through the data available on different dates modelling the impact of

truncation, censoring, reporting and updating lags as the epidemic progresses.

Another issue is that clustering of patients within the NHS trusts, which were at

different stages of the epidemic at different times leading to variations in pressure on

capacity, could mean that there are spatial-temporal interactions in the processes

driving LoS which are not captured in the models. Further, these may in turn

interact with the data generating processes for CHESS with more non-reporting

and reporting delays likely during high demand times. These issues could have

unpredictable effects on the estimates of LoS.

With respect to the MFT data, most limitations arise due to the small absolute

sample size. The multi-state method requires seeing an adequate number of pa-

tients for each state transition before any reliable modelling can take place. Indeed,

although it is clinically known that stepdown to mortality is a valid transition,

after applying our exclusion criteria, there were no observations of this transition

occurring for patients with COVID-19 infection within this Manchester Trust. The

analysis conducted in this paper therefore excluded this transition, and it is not

possible to see how this influences overall hospital LoS of those patients who have

an ICU episode during their hospitalisation. Together with uncommonly long ICU

periods, the relative delay in the Manchester epidemic compared to other parts of

the country means that MFT patients with long critical care spells are either still

in ICU or only just starting to move onto stepdown. Given more weeks of data, we

might be able to include stepdown to mortality in our model.

The above suggests differences between the estimates of LoS for the two datasets

may therefore be due more to differences in the available data than differences in

the statistical methods per se. It is important to acknowledge these uncertainties in

the data when interpreting length of stay estimates. We further note that not only

would we obtain more power in predictions through a larger amount of complete

data, but also a better understanding of how the complex interactions between the

virus and background risk factors affect disease severity.

Conclusions
In this paper and its supporting materials, we provide a freely accessible set of

models and tools to estimate LoS with an application to patients with COVID-

19 infection. Together with a prediction of hospital admissions, LoS predictions

can be implemented to provide organisational support within hospitals to ensure

the demand for hospital and, in particular, ventilated ICU beds does not exceed

availability. The models use routinely collected hospital data which are available

within many national healthcare systems. Thus we anticipate our approaches will

have utility across diverse healthcare systems in many different countries.
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Figures

Figure 1 A schematic representation of the possible hospital pathways considered by our
methods; at any given time, patients are considered to be in one of the five following states:
Acute Ward, Critical Care, Stepdown Ward, Discharge or Mortality.

Figure 2 Overall Length of Stay mean estimates with 50% and 95% Predictive Intervals (PI). For
CHESS data, the intervals are based on empirical percentiles. Source: own elaboration using
CHESS and MFT data.

Figure 3 Output of our simulation for transition parameters estimated using each of our three
methods, starting from 23 February, which we take to be the start of the outbreak in the UK.
Source: own elaboration using CHESS and MFT data.
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Figure 4 Mean Length of Stay by age and week of admission with 50% and 95% Predictive
Intervals (PI). Source: own elaboration using CHESS data for England.

Figure 5 Percentage of values that are missing or recorded as unknown for the variables of the
raw CHESS data that are used in this paper (Date and week of Hospital Admission, Was in ICU?,
ICU Admission date - conditional on the patient being admitted to ICU, Final outcome date, Sex,
and Age). Source: own elaboration using CHESS data for England.

Figure 6 Output of our simulation using the MS method (black cloud of points) on MFT data
(red lines). Source: own elaboration using MFT data.

Appendix A: Data generating process

The data that we analyse from MFT is routinely collected by the hospital administration teams. Details from

doctors’ notes and patient admissions are entered into the Trust’s Patient Administration System (PAS). Patient

data from PAS and WardWatcher are then aggregated together to determine an individual’s entire hospitalisation

pathway. We further make use of data collected by MFT on testing for COVID-19; this is, again, collected and

entered manually into a database called Telepath, which is subsequently joined to the main Trust database by the

Trust’s data warehouse.

In addition to this routinely collected information, trusts have also been required by Public Health England (PHE)

to report individual-level data on patients receiving care for acute respiratory infection and aggregate data on all

COVID-19 admissions for CHESS. This information is submitted by 09:00 each day with data corresponding to the

previous day. This data is compiled manually, requiring additional input from administrative staff to ensure that the

data is sent on time and with the correct information. Information sent to PHE by individual trusts is then compiled

into a dataset that is disseminated weekly to trusts and reported on weekly to NHS England.

Appendix B: Value-missingness in CHESS data

Figure 5 presents the percentage of missing values in the raw CHESS data reported by NHS trusts grouped by

region. London followed by Midlands have the highest percentages of missing values, while South West obtains the

smallest one.

In terms of the variables, final outcome date variable has 33.6% of missing values. These will be split into cases

where the missingness is because the final outcome has not yet happened and those where it has happened but has

not been captured.

ICU admission date conditioned on whether the patient was admitted to ICU has 5.36% missing values. Age has

0.29% missing values, and date and week of hospital admission only have 0.06%.

By contrast, sex and the variable regarding whether a patient was in ICU or not do not have missing values.

However, these do have some recorded values of ”unknown” which we interpret as missing. Sex has 0.23% of

unknown values, whereas the item regarding being admitted to ICU has 4.41%.

Appendix C: Data processing

We use CHESS data released on 26 May 2020 (N = 16, 138). We first filter out 493 duplicated cases. The

de-duplication rule set as follows.

Rule 0

number of records 1

IDS are singular

Date/time of admission to ICU Any

Other variables Any values

Action leave unchanged

Rule 1

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU Identical values for dateadmittedicu

Other variables different values for hospitaladmissiondate

Action Include record with the earliest hospitaladmissiondate, delete the others

Rule 2

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU Identical values for dateadmittedicu

Other variables identical values for hospitaladmissiondate

Action Include record with the earliest sbdate, delete the others
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Rule 3

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU Different values for dateadmittedicu

Other variables ICU periods are non contiguous

Action Leave all records in the file but record a different obsid for each record

Rule 4

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU Different values for dateadmittedicu

Other variables ICU periods are contiguous

Action Merge the records to a single record which has the earliest hospitaladmissiondate and dateadmittedicu and the

latest dateleavingicu

Rule 5

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU One of them doesn’t have dateadmittedicu

Other variables
Action Include record with dateadmittedicu, delete the others

Rule 6

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU Neither has dateadmittedicu

Other variables different values for hospitaladmissiondate

Action Include record with the earliest hospitaladmissiondate, delete the others

Rule 7

number of records 2

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU Neither has dateadmittedicu

Other variables identical values for hospitaladmissiondate

Action Include record with the earliest sbdate, delete the others

Rule 8

number of records 2

IDS are Different

Date/time of admission to ICU Identical values for dateadmittedicu, hoursadmittedicu and minutesadmittedicu (and those values are not missing).

Other variables identical vales for: sex, ageyear, agemonth, hospitaladmissiondate, trustcode, postcode

Action Use the record with the earliest estimateddateonset or infectionswabdate, delete the others

Rule 9

number of records 4

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU identical values for dateadmittedicu for a and b, identical values for c and d and a <c

Other variables a and c have identical values for hospitaladmissiondate as do b and d and a <b

Action delete b and d and run the rule set over a and c

Rule 10

number of records >1

IDS are Identical

Date/time of admission to ICU
Any not meeting the above conditions

Other variables
Action mark for clerical review

The rules are applied in numerical order. In the small number of cases where rule 10 applies then this will always be

where two or more of the rules need to be applied in combination.

We only analyse those patients whose records make explicit that the admission to the hospital unit was due to

COVID-19. We make this assumption to exclude nosocomial cases, for whom the LoS begins when they were

admitted to hospital for non-COVID-19 reasons. It does not make sense to compare these cases with LoS from

COVID-19 hospitalisations. Thus, from 15, 645 deduplicated cases, 8, 938 entries were excluded.

Furthermore, we only analysed cases who were admitted to hospital from 16 March 2020 to 17 May 2020 (i.e. from

week 12 to 20). Data before week 12 was omitted as this sample size was small and the treatment policy was

different from that in more recent data, with patients having very long lengths of stay early in the outbreak. Data

after week 20 was omitted as there are often corrections to historical data from the last week or so, so we could not

treat the most recent data as reliable. This removed 317 additional cases.
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Finally the omission of cases due to unknown sex, and negative values in age or recorded age of zero, and unknown

(effectively missing) information regarding whether a patient was admitted to ICU or not led to a dataset of 6, 208

records. The removal of the records that have an age of 0 recorded needs further explanation. The number of

records with age 0 was 725 (which compares to 15 age 1’s). Many such records had characteristics that one would

not attribute to newborns (e.g. obesity, smoking, diabetes, ulcers etc.). We also note that some cases with ages

recorded as 0 in early versions of the CHESS dataset had been updated with non-zero ages by 26 May. It seems

likely that the data entry system for CHESS has a default setting of ”today” for the DOB and therefore in effect the

vast majority of Age 0’s were in fact cases where the age/DOB was not available when the data were entered.

Hence removing these cases seems prudent.

Some LoS have zero length, where patients enter and leave ICU on the same day and only have to the day of arrival

and departure recorded not the time. For such cases, we assumed the outcome occurred half a day after admission,

since instantaneous durations are unrealistic. Half a day was chosen so that these cases were not biased to either

side of their recorded data. Some cases recorded hourly data for some events but not all, causing some LoS to be in

(−1, 0). For them, we also adjust the outcome date to half a day after admission. All patients with LoS in

(−∞,−1] were discarded. In total 849 cases had their ICU admission date changed to half a day after hospital

admission, 41 cases had the ICU discharge date changed to half a day after ICU admission and 199 cases had final

outcome date changed to half a day after hospital admission. Therefore, the choice of how to adjust this data has

the largest impact on the hospital admission to ICU length of stay, where this constitutes 28% of cases. For this

length of stay, moving the adjustment to different extremes (either adding 0.1 or 0.9) changes the length of stay

estimates by no more than one tenth of a day. Therefore, this data processing method does not have a substantial

impact on the LoS estimates.

Appendix D: Multi-state survival analysis

Here we present the details of the multi-state survival model used in our analysis. Suppose an individual is in state u

at time t, then the move that an individual makes to their next state v is governed by a set of transition intensities

quv(t) = limδt→0 Pr(S(t+ δt) = v | S(t) = u)/δt. The intensity represents the the instantaneous rate of

transition from state u to state v.

Data structure and transition-specific parametric models

Given the granularity of routinely collected data in hospitals, all transition times between states are observed exactly,

with no additional transitions between observation times. Such data allows us to efficiently model the transition

intensities parametrically, which we show here with the use of a Weibull accelerated failure time (AFT) model.

It is important to note that the data must first be structured in a specific way. In contrast to standard survival

analysis, in the multi-state case, we now have a series of event times t1, . . . , tn for each individual, corresponding to

each change in state. The last of these, may be observed so that the patient has entered an absorbing state i.e. they

are discharged or dead, or right censored if the patient is still in the hospital. When there are nu competing events

for state u, a patient entering state u at time tj , has their next event at tj+1 which is defined as the minimum

time amongst the survival times of the competing events v1, . . . , vnu . A row is created for each transition that is

possible for the patient, with an additional column consisting of an indicator corresponding to whether or not the

transition is observed or censored at tj+1. In this format, we can separate the data by transition and fit a

transition-specific parametric model to each subset [19]. Our required data format is described in detail in [28].

Weibull AFT model

In the survival framework, for a random variable T , denoting the time until an event of interest occurs, the survival

function is given by S(t) = 1− F (t), where F (t) is the cumulative density function of T . The hazard function,

λ(t), is defined as the instantaneous the instantaneous rate of occurrence of an event and is given by

λ(t) = lim
δt→0

P (t ≤ T < t+ δt | T ≥ t)
δt

.

If we assume that T ∼ Weibull(k, α), for shape parameter k and scale α, then the baseline survival and hazard

functions are given by S̄(t) = exp(−αtk) and λ̄(t) = αktk−1, respectively.

In an AFT model, covariates, x, act multiplicatively on time. This in contrast to the proportional hazards model

where the covariates act multiplicatively on the hazard. If we let φi = eγ·xi , where γ are the regression

coefficients, then we get that

Si(t) = exp(−αtki φi)

λi(t) = φiλ(φit) = φik(φit)
k−1

= φ
k
i kt

k−1
.

The model is fit using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method. Formulating the likelihood for a survival

model requires the consideration of both the contribution of censored and uncensored individuals. For a potentially

right-censored observation, let ci be the event indicator for the ith individual with ci = 1 if an event occurred and

ci = 0 otherwise. Then the likelihood is given by

L(γ, k; ti) =
n∏
i=1

λi(ti)
ciSi(ti).
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Therefore it follows that the log-likelihood for such a model is given by

L =
n∑
i=1

[ci log(λi(ti)) + log(Si(ti))]

=
∑
i

[ci(log(kt
k−1
i ) + k log(φi))− (φiti)

k
]

=
∑
i

[ci(log(kt
k−1
i ) + kγ

T
xi)− tki e

kγT xi ].

Simulation/Bootstrap

In order to predict time to each transition from all states, we use a Monte Carlo simulation approach. This provides

greater flexibility than computing length of stay via an integration, allowing us to predict patient pathways during

an outbreak in addition to estimating length of stay in each state. As such, it creates a more powerful planning tool

for hospital management. The number of simulated individuals, N , is based on COVID-19 positive hospital

admissions from MFT since 23 February 2020. Individual survival times are simulated using estimates from each

fitted transition-specific model, and iterating through the transition matrix until all patients have reached an

absorbing state or are censored at a specified maximum follow-up time. The structure of the simulation treats the

simulation as a sequence of competing hazards in the following way.

Let u be the patient’s starting state, entered at time tu = s and tmax the maximum follow-up time of interest. For

each day of interest, repeat the following to simulate paths for every new admission:

1 Let V be the set of states with an allowed transition from u and Qu = |V | be the number of possible

transitions from u. While v ∈ V , let λuv(t) be the transition intensity for the transition from u to v. Note,

if Qu = 0, we are in an absorbing state and stop.

2 For each possible transition, use the fitted parameter estimates of λuv(t) to simulate a survival time, t̄uv .

3 Set t̄ = min{t̄u1, . . . , t̄uQu , tmax}. If t̄ = tmax, stop for this individual.

4 Let u = z for z ∈ V such that t̄ = tuz and set tu = t̄

Appendix E: Additional results
In the main results section, we provided estimates for the LoS until any outcome. This was chosen to facilitate

comparison between the different methods. In addition to this LoS, the TC method and the MS method can be

used to estimate the length of stay until given outcomes such as discharge or death.[9] In this section, we compare

estimates for these LoS. Again, pathways are disaggregated by whether the individual went via ICU. Here we choose

to omit further predictor variables such as age or week of admission from the TC method to aid comparison.

Table A1 shows the comparison. For the LoS without ICU, the two methods give similar estimates. Using the TC

method on the CHESS data predicts that LoS to mortality without ICU is slightly shorter than that to discharge,

whereas the MS model on the MFT data predicts vice versa. This might be explained by the small sample size for

the MFT data and the different demographic profile of the wider population captured by CHESS. The two methods

predict very different LoS on ICU, with ICU to mortality being a week longer in MS (17.4 days) to that predicted by

TC (10.2 days). Similarly, the LoS from ICU to stepdown, where individuals are discharged from ICU back to the

general ward, is much longer with the MS model. As with the main results, this could most likely be explained by

the presence of a much higher proportion of ECMO patients in the MFT data than in the CHESS data. The LoS

from stepdown to discharge is similar for the two methods, with 7.9 from TC and 6.2 from MS. We are unable to

estimate stepdown to ICU from CHESS due to the small number of such cases present in the data.

Figure 6 shows the output of our simulator on bootstrapped MFT data using the complete multi-state model in

Figure 1. The red line represents true data that is plotted against 200 bootstrap simulations using fitted estimates

for the transitions. Day 0 is taken to be 23 February, which we have taken to be the start of the national outbreak

for the UK.

[9]A univariate AFT model is not fit for estimating LoS for competing hazards, such as for death
and discharge.
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Table A1 Length of stay estimates to given outcome for England using the truncation corrected (TC)
method, and for the Manchester Trust using the multi-state (MS) method. Source: own elaboration
using CHESS and MFT data.

Method Hospital trajectory Mean 95% Confidence Interval

TC Acute Ward to ICU 2.0 (1.9, 2.1)

TC Acute Ward to Discharge 9.4 (8.9, 9.9)

TC Acute Ward to Mortality 8.3 (7.8, 8.9)

TC ICU to Stepdown 16.6 (15.6, 17.6)

TC ICU to Mortality 10.2 (9.7, 10.7)

TC Stepdown to ICU NA NA

TC Stepdown to Discharge 7.9 (7.5, 8.3)

Multistate Acute Ward to ICU 4.0 (2.8, 5.0)

Multistate Acute Ward to Discharge 8.8 (8.4, 10.1)

Multistate Acute Ward to Mortality 11.3 (8.8, 11.0)

Multistate ICU to Stepdown 24.8 (19.0, 31.8)

Multistate ICU to Mortality 17.4 (14.2, 24.4)

Multistate Stepdown to ICU 1.2 (0.7, 2.3)

Multistate Stepdown to Discharge 6.2 (4.9, 8.1)


